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The system contains the following roles: Hibernate admins, Hibernate sales
representatives, group leaders, and participants. The Hibernate admins have the
greatest functionality in the system and have insight into all other system roles.
They can add, delete, and edit all organizations (or groups) and users.
A Hibernate sales representative has a role one step down in the system from
the Hibernate admins. These users work with multiple groups composed of
participants and group leaders. A Hibernate sales representative can see data
aggregated over all the different groups they work with and only those groups.
They can add, delete, and edit all groups and users they work with within the
system.
The admin and sales representative user roles each have their own portal where
they see dashboards that display total sales statistics for different groups. The
Hibernate sales representative is limited to their specific groups while the
Hibernate admins have access to all groups in the system. The dashboards
display relevant data through different charts and tables. In addition, both roles
can set groups as “active” or “ended” in the system.
Fig. 2: A view of a Sales Representative’s Dashboard showing the different 
groups they’re working with and summarizing the total earnings across their
groups.
Each group in the system is composed of that group’s participants and a group
leader. These are the users that are actively involved in raising funds for their
group. Their specific portal brings them to dashboards that provide them with
insight into all the sales they’ve made so far and shows them how far away they
are from their target goal.
Fundraising sales data is associated with each participant through a unique URL
when the product is being purchased. The participants can then see their sales
transactions in their portal. Charts and tables are generated to display things like
how much money has been raised and how far they are from their goal. While
each individual participant only sees their own data, the group leader can see
data across the participants in their group.
Fig. 3: A view of a Group Leader’s Dashboard showing the different participants in  
their group and summarizing the individual participant’s total earnings towards their
goal as well as their group’s total earnings.
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We worked with the Hibernate Funds organization to build a new web
application that can be used by groups, such as schools, who are trying to raise
funds. We created an online, back-office portal that allows these groups to
better track the data associated with their fundraiser. To that end, each user role
in the system has their own dashboards where they can track statistics relevant
to their own position. The dashboards display important information, in both a
tabular and graphical format. These dashboards help groups who are
fundraising by automatically keeping track of their sales and displaying relevant
statistics and information to all involved parties.
ConclusionsResults
Introduction
Our client Hibernate Funds has a great deal of insight into the fundraising
business. They are aware of the wants and needs of groups and organizations
who rely on fundraising, so they guided us to build a product which will address
those needs.
We successfully created a back-office portal that allows fundraising participants
to easily track sales they make during their fundraiser. Additionally, our product
provides more insight into the fundraiser for group leaders while also making it
easier for Hibernate Funds admins and sales staff to track the different groups
they work with. Further, this system was designed in such a way that it will easily
scale, the client will be able to maintain it over time, and they will be able to add
on and enhance it to suit their future needs.
Fig. 4: A view of the user account creation screen followed by the admin’s view into the user management   
panel. 
Fundraising is still a popular means of funding important programs and groups.
Most fundraisers are still a manual process with face-to-face work. Because of
both safety and health concerns, many fundraising companies have had to
quickly shift to an online format. This has caused issues with marketing,
shipping, and tracking fundraising data.
The Hibernate Funds organization already has a web application which helps
groups run a fundraiser selling bed sheets, effectively addressing marketing and
shipping concerns. In order to address data tracking and any potential
infrastructure concerns, we’ve developed a new online portal that will make the
fundraising process easier and more efficient through automatic sales tracking
and data aggregation.
Our team spoke with our client to gather requirements and draft a project plan.
Once the project plan had signoff, we employed agile and SCRUM
methodologies so that development and testing occurred together over the
course of six, two-week long sprints. We used Microsoft Azure to develop our
web application in ASP.NET and C#, using the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
design pattern. A mixture of C#, Razor, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and BootStrap
were used to design a modern user interface and create a better user
experience.
Our database was built using SQL. Our web application is available on all
modern machines running a modern web browser. Our project code was
maintained in a GitHub repository. Each developer worked on their sprint tasks
on their own branch. Once code was verified, it was merged to the main branch
where it could then be pulled down for further testing. Any bugs found were
prioritized, fixed, and merged back. All tasks and deliverables were merged to
the main code repository by the end of each sprint so our project progress could
be tracked.
Fig. 1: Example of SCRUM Methodology followed. [1] Used with 
permission from Microsoft. 
1. Fig. 1: Docs.microsoft.com.2021. What is Scrum? - Azure DevOps. [online] Available at:
<https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/devops/plan/what-is-scrum> [Accessed 08 September 2021].
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• Create a back-office portal that allows fundraising participants to easily track
sales they make during their fundraiser.
• Provide more insights into the fundraiser for organizational/group leaders
while making it easier for Hibernate Funds admins and sales staff to track the
different groups they’re working with.
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